
Puppy Transition to a Raw Diet 
Balance is important for puppies, but transition can be hard on some! So let's make it easy. 

 

. Transitioning tips and what to pick 
● Pick a meat/bone first. Veggies and fruits are a great addition to a raw diet, BUT can add 

to the struggle of a transition as “everything digests at a different rate”. Organ is a very 
important and vital part of the diet, but with transition, we want to try to prevent them 
from feeling icky. If you feel your puppy can handle the transition to an 80/10/10 
immediately, you can try!  

● Poultry (chicken or turkey) is the easiest to digest. Either one would be a good starter 
protein!  

● After a few days of solid stools, it’s time to bump it up a mix with organ included if you 
didn’t start with a meat/bone/organ mix. If you did, you can move onto adding your extra 
bone and organ content.  

● Is your puppy doing great? Let’s start with rotation!  
 
 

 
 
 
 

Pairing Proteins 

 
 
 



 
● Take it slow! One protein at time is best to rule out any sensitivities and to help the stomach 

acid achieve optimal acidity. You want to get 3+ proteins in a 2 week period, ideally. If you 
need to take introduction slower due to digestive upset, that is okay!  

● Don’t over do it -- you don’t need to add a bunch of oils and supplements yet. Give your 
puppy time to adjust to a raw diet 4-6 weeks before thinking “supps”.  
 
 

Not going so well? Let’s Troubleshoot! 
● Contact your distributor/store and let them know what’s going on. They are there to 

help!  
● Vomiting/diarrhea/loose stool is common BUT it should not persist.  
● Taking a step back any point in your transition is okay! 
● Do. Not. Fast. Puppies under 6 months old.  

Choice Protein  Proteins and supplements to 
achieve balance.  

Chicken/Turkey Beef/Bison, flax seeds/oil, Chia 
seeds/oil, Lamb, Goat, 

fish/sardines 

Duck/Pork Turkey, Bison, Kangaroo, 
Rabbit, and other low fat 

proteins 

Beef/Bison Chicken/Turkey, fish/sardines, 
Hemp seed Oil 

Fish Open to Options!  


